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With the introduction of the TS-870S,
Kenwood helps usher in a new era in Amateur Radio equipment design. As do the latest offerings from ICOM and Yaesu,
Kenwood’s newest MF/HF transceiver includes digital signal processing (DSP) at IF,
but with a difference. Kenwood’s competitors take the belt-and-suspenders approach
and couple crystal filters (both standard and
optional) with DSP on their latest radios,
but the TS-870S requires no additional crystal filters to supplement its DSP. It’s the first
radio in its class to make that claim.
To better understand how the TS-870S
implements DSP at HF, see the sidebar
“DSP in the Kenwood TS-870S.”

Features
The TS-870S’s attractive but no-nonsense front panel has the complement of
controls you would expect on any full-featured HF rig. But, not all of this radio’s
goodies are obvious at first glance. The
prominent main tuning knob has a softrubber grip that provides a comfortable feel
and a handy finger depression to spin up or
down the band. You can set the tuning steps
to 5 or 10 kHz per revolution. The FINE tuning button divides this value by 10 when
it is turned on, but you cannot display the
1 Hz units to go along with the fine tuning
steps. With the small tuning steps, the radio
sounds almost “analog” as you tune. None
of that digital warbling as the VFO changes
frequency!
Two groups of four controls apiece
(some of them concentric) flank the tuning
knob and give ready access to the most-used
functions. Better yet, the knobs and associated pushbuttons are substantial enough for
even the most fumble-fingered ops to get a
grip on them.
To the left of the main tuning knob, one
set of concentric controls adjusts the builtin electronic keyer speed and AGC attack
speed. Turning the AGC knob fully counterclockwise turns off the AGC; there is no
detent or other tactile response to let you
know when the AGC is off, so you’ll have to
look on the display for the red AGC legend
above the main frequency readout. Other
concentric controls in this group set the
speech processor and monitor volume levels, adjust CW, AM or FSK carrier level (or
SSB output with the speech processor on),
set VOX delay, and adjust microphone gain

and power output level.
Convenient pushbuttons just above
these knobs select the transmit metering
function (options are ALC, SWR, compression level and output power) and activate
the speech processor and monitor function.
The right-hand group of controls includes single-knob controls for RIT/XIT and
M.CH/VFO.CH (to change the memory channel or VFO channel), plus concentric controls to set AF or RF level and NB (noise
blanker) and SQL (squelch). A CLEAR
pushbutton quickly zeros the incremental
tuning. As you adjust the RIT, the main frequency display also changes to show the
actual receive frequency.
The display window conveys plenty of
information about the radio’s operating status. Is the AGC on? How about the speech
processor? The automatic antenna tuner?
All these questions and more are easily
answered at a glance. For example, one spot
in the display window shows DSP filter high
or low-frequency limits for phone modes,
filter bandwidth for FSK and filter center
frequency or bandwidth for CW. This information shares display space with RIT or
XIT tuning increment data, as well as with
the transmit frequency in split.
The left side of the display window is a
digital LCD representation of an analog

Bottom Line
The first DSP transceiver without
standard or optional narrow crystal IF
filters, the TS-870S offers fine receive
and transmit audio, noteworthy
selectivity and comfortable controls. A
snazzy computer-control program and
interface are standard.

meter—complete with an arc. In receive,
the top of the display is an S meter. In transmit, the same segments indicate output
power. In receive, the lower portion of the
display graphically indicates current filter
bandwidth and relative frequency shift.
This portion of the display lacks numbers,
so you can’t tell the exact filter settings. For
that information, you’ll have to look at the
right side of the display window (and you
may have to first turn the appropriate filterselect knob to activate the readout). In transmit, this same meter section displays SWR,
ALC or speech compression level. Turning
on the P HOLD menu selection holds peak
readings on both bar graphs for about 2.5
seconds.
Most users liked the display window
and its colorful legends. The bright, white
main display numerals are about a half-inch
high and easy to read. Red labels above
the frequency display indicate active functions, such as AGC , MONItor and speech
PROCessor. Yellow labels below the frequency display indicate the active mode.
One reviewer commented that the unlighted
LED segments remain distractingly visible
behind the display window lens. A darker
display-window lens could lesser the effect.
The ANT button selects between two
rear-panel antenna connectors. ATT UP and
DOWN buttons select either 0, 6, 12 or 18 dB
of receive attenuation. AIP (Advanced Intercept Point)—also available with the
touch of a button—helps to reduce intermodulation distortion by throttling back
the sensitivity. On a band crowded with
strong signals, you’ll likely want to leave
AIP on.

Getting Around with the ’870S
The ’870S has two VFOs plus 100
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Table 1
Kenwood TS-870, serial no. 70500128
Manufacturer’s Claimed Specifications
Frequency coverage: Receive, 100 kHz-30 MHz;
transmit, 1.8-2; 3.5-4; 7-7.3; 10.1-10.15; 14-14.35;
18.068-18.168; 21-21.45; 24.89 -24.99; 28-29.7 MHz.
Modes of operation: USB/LSB, CW, AM, FM, FSK
Power requirement: Receive, 2 A (no signal);
transmit, 20.5 A (max).
Receiver
SSB/CW sensitivity, bandwidth not specified,
10 dB (S+N)/N: 100-500 kHz, ≤1 µV; 500 kHz1.7 MHz, ≤4 µV; 1.7-24.5 MHz, ≤0.2 µV;
24.5-30 MHz, ≤0.13 µV.
AM sensitivity, 10 dB (S+N)/N, bandwidth not specified:
100-500 kHz, ≤2 µV; 0.5-1.7 MHz, ≤32 µV;
1.7-30 MHz, ≤2 µV.
FM sensitivity, 12 dB SINAD: 28-30 MHz, ≤0.25 µV.
Blocking dynamic range: Not specified.

Two-tone, third-order IMD dynamic range: Not specified.

Third-order input intercept: Not specified

Second-order intercept point: Not specified
FM adjacent channel rejection: Not specified
FM two-tone, third-order IMD dynamic range:
Not specified
S-meter sensitivity: Not specified
Squelch sensitivity: Not specified
Receiver audio output: 1.5 W at 10% THD into 8 Ω.
IF/audio response: Not specified.

Notch filter depth: 40 dB or more.
Spurious and image rejection: 80 dB or better.
IF rejection: 80 dB or better.

Measured in the ARRL Lab
Receive, 30 kHz to 30 MHz; transmit, as specified
As specified.
Receive, 2 A (no signal); transmit, 16.5 A (max), tested at 13.8 V.

Receiver Dynamic Testing
Minimum discernible signal (noise floor), 400 Hz WIDTH and 700 Hz SHIFT:
Preamp off
Preamp on
1.0 MHz
–108 dBm
–117 dBm
3.5 MHz
–131 dBm
–141 dBm
14 MHz
–129 dBm
–139 dBm
10 dB (S+N)/N, 1-kHz tone, 30% modulation, 6 kHz WIDTH:
Preamp off
Preamp on
1.0 MHz
35 µV (–76 dBm)
11 µV (–86 dBm)
3.8 MHz
2.3 µV (–100 dBm)
0.7 µV (–110 dBm)
For 12 dB SINAD, 14-kHz bandwidth:
Preamp off
Preamp on
29 MHz
0.9 µV (–108 dBm)
0.16 µV (–123 dBm)
Blocking dynamic range, 400 Hz WIDTH:
Preamp off
Preamp on
1.0 MHz
128 dB*
124 dB
3.5 MHz
127 dB*
124 dB
14 MHz
127 dB
123 dB
Two-tone, third-order IMD dynamic range, 400 Hz WIDTH :
Preamp off
Preamp on
1.0 MHz
83 dB
89 dB
3.5 MHz
99 dB
95 dB
14 MHz
97 dB
95 dB
Preamp off
Preamp on
1.0 MHz
+17 dBm
+17 dBm
3.5 MHz
+18 dBm
+2 dBm
14 MHz
+16 dBm
+4 dBm
Preamp off, +63 dBm; preamp on, +63 dBm.
88 dB at 20 kHz channel spacing (29 MHz).
Preamp off, 84 dB; preamp on, 79 dB at 20 kHz channel spacing (29 MHz).
S9 signal at 14 MHz: preamp off, 176 µV; preamp on, 50 µV.
At threshold, preamp on: FM, 0.03 µV; SSB, 1.3 µV.
2.4 W at 10% THD into 8 Ω.
Range at –6 dB points, (band width):
CW-N (400 Hz WIDTH , 700Hz SHIFT): 489-906 Hz (417 Hz);
CW-W (1000 Hz WIDTH , 700 Hz SHIFT ): 195-1203 Hz (1008 Hz);
USB-W ( LO=300 Hz, HI=3000 Hz): 230-2988 Hz (2758 Hz);
USB-N (LO =400 Hz, HI=1800 Hz): 391-1804 Hz (1413 Hz);
LSB-W (LO=300 Hz, HI=3000 Hz): 225-2967 Hz (2742 Hz);
LSB-N ( LO=400 Hz, HI=1800 Hz): 386-1798 Hz (1412 Hz).
As specified.
Preamp off, 98 dB; preamp on, 114 dB.
Preamp off, 115 dB; preamp on, 124 dB *.

Transmitter
Transmitter Dynamic Testing
Power output: SSB, CW, FSK, FM, 100 W (max),
CW, typically 113 W (max), <1 W (min); SSB, 118 W (max); <1 W (min),
20 W or less (min), continuously adjustable. AM, 25 W
varies slightly from band to band. AM, typically 24 W (max),
(max), 20 W or less (min), continuously adjustable.
<1 W (min). FM, typically 109 W (max), 9 W (min).
Spurious-signal and harmonic suppression: 60 dB or more. <60 dBc on all amateur bands. Meets FCC requirements for spectral purity.
SSB carrier suppression: 50 dB or more.
As specified.
Undesired sideband suppression: 50 dB or more.
As specified.
Third-order intermodulation distortion (IMD)
See Figure 1.
Expanded Product Review Test Results Report Available
products: Not specified.
The ARRL Laboratory offers a 30-page test result report on the
TS-870S that gives in-depth, detailed technical data on the
CW keyer speed range: 6-60 wpm.
As specified.
transceiver’s performance, outlines our test methods and helps
CW keying characteristics: Not specified.
See Figure 2.
you to interpret the numbers and graphs.
Transmit-receive turnaround time (PTT release to
S9 signal, 14 ms.
The report also includes spectral purity charts and receiver
50% audio output): Not specified.
sensitivity figures for all bands, all CW keying waveforms (not
just worst-case) and other facts to help you make an informed
Receive-transmit turnaround time (“tx delay”):
15 ms.
buying decision. The report even includes a summary of how
Composite transmitted noise: Not specified.
See Figure 3.
this radio stacks up with similar, previously tested units.
Size (height, width, depth): 4.7×13×13 inches; weight, ≈25 pounds.
Request the TS-870S Test Result Report from the ARRL
Technical Department at $7.50 for ARRL members and $12.50
Note: Dynamic range measurements were made at the ARRL Lab standard
for nonmembers, postpaid.
signal spacing of 20 kHz.
*Measurement was noise-limited at the value indicated.
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Figure 1—Worst-case spectral display of the TS-870S transmitter during two-tone intermodulation distortion (IMD) testing. The
third-order product is approximately 32 dB below PEP output,
and the fifth-order product is approximately 47 dB down.
The transceiver was being operated at 100 W PEP output at
14.2 MHz.

memory channels to make bandhopping and
frequency swapping a breeze. Unlike its
DSP competitors, the ICOM IC-775DSP or
the Yaesu FT-1000MP, the Kenwood
TS-870S does not have dual receive capability. You can transmit or receive on either
VFO or a memory channel, however. Press
the appropriate buttons in the RX and TX
columns to the right of the MODE buttons to
make a selection. A small LED lights in
each active button. A single memory channel can store separate transmit and receive
frequencies as well as mode information.
The inability to store filter settings in any
memory channel or band register was a
common complaint from reviewers, however. It seems odd in a radio this sophisticated that you can’t save a particular filter
setting with a certain frequency, but the
radio does remember what filter setting you
used last with each mode.
UP and DOWN buttons let you switch
bands in sequence or (with the 1MHZ button
activated) change frequency in 1-MHz steps
instead. Additionally, a ten-key, multifunction keypad allows direct frequency entry,
as well as storing memory data, selecting
scan functions and controlling the memory
keyer features. In VFO mode, you use the
M.CH/VFO.CH control to make large frequency excursions within a band in steps of
1, 5 or 10 kHz (menu settable).
For split-frequency operation you simply select one VFO (or memory channel)
for receive and the other VFO (or memory
channel) for transmit. Or you can program
a memory channel with both frequencies. If
you select different VFOs or memory data
for transmit and receive, you press and hold
the TF-SET button and use the main tuning
knob to set your transmit frequency.
One reviewer, who was used to the typical “split” button, found this a bit confusing. It does take getting used to. The

Figure 3—Worst-case spectral display of the TS-870S transmitter output during composite-noise testing. Power output is
100 W at 3.5 MHz. The carrier, off the left edge of the plot, is not
shown. This plot shows composite transmitted noise 2 to 22 kHz
from the carrier.

Figure 2—CW keying waveform for the
TS-870S in the semi-break-in mode
showing the first and second dits. The
upper trace is the actual key closure; the
lower trace is the RF envelope. Horizontal divisions are 10 ms. The transceiver
was being operated at 100 W output at
14.2 MHz.

right side of the display shows the transmit
frequency and the word SPLIT in small red
letters above it. There is no other indication. One contest group that used the radio
liked the fact that the ’870S displayed both
receive and transmit frequencies but felt it
was too easy to transmit on the wrong frequency.

Would You Like a Menu?
As we’ve suggested, all the ’870S’s features are not obvious at first glance. They’re
“hidden” within a menu system that our
review team found easy to use. The MENU
button provides access to dozens of userdefinable operating parameters, while the
M.CH/VFO.CH button selects the appropriate menu item. Two identical menu banks
(68 items each) let you define two completely different sets of operating conditions! This is useful for operators who want

the radio to perform one way for contesting
or DXing, but yet another for rag chewing
or operating digital modes. Ham families
using the same radio also might find the two
menu banks helpful.
You’ll want to have the manual at hand
as you make your menu selections—at least
at first—because the abbreviated word display can be a bit cryptic.
Among many other things, the menus let
you set or adjust AGC release times for
various modes, CW rise and decay times,
CW pitch, speech processor frequency response, panel brightness and various DSP
parameters.

DSP Goodies
Four pushbuttons along the upper righthand side of the front panel access the
radio’s DSP functions: AUTO NOTCH , BEAT
CANCEL, N.R. and TX EQ. The first three are
adaptive filters that can identify various
interfering signals or noise and modify their
filtering characteristics based on the particular noise or interference. (You can
switch between SPAC or Line Enhance
using a menu selection.) Auto notch only
works in SSB mode. This DSP filter identifies interfering tones in the receiver passband and attenuates them. Beat cancel
works in both SSB and AM, and is similar
to the auto notch filter, but can be more
effective for some types of tones. Some
reviewers lamented the lack of beat cancel
or manual notch for CW. ARRL Lab tests
found beat cancel was more effective
against multiple heterodynes than auto
notch, which only worked well against a
single heterodyne.
The DSP noise reduction system operates in any mode and effectively reduces
random background noise. It’s a bit like an
analog noise blanker (the TS-870S has one
of those, too), but it seems more effective
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than the typical noise blanker, which is best
at combating pulse-type noise. Some reviewers were disappointed the noise reduction was not front-panel adjustable, as it is
on competing transceivers as well as on
many add-on DSP boxes. A menu choice
lets you adjust the optimal correlation time
for best reception using NR.
The TX EQ button lets you apply highfrequency boost, bass boost or comb filtering to your transmitted phone signal according to a menu setting. Other menu settings
also let you tweak transmitted audio characteristics. In other words, you can tailor
your transmitted audio characteristics to
better match your voice, microphone frequency response and room acoustics. Reviewers got good audio signal reports during on-air testing. The transmitted audio did
not seem distorted even with 10 dB of
speech compression cranked in. As expected, the processor did add extra “punch”
to the signal.
Now to the heart of the matter, the two
small knobs— LO/WIDTH and HI/SHIFT —
that adjust the DSP filter settings. For phone
reception, the LO/WIDTH knob selects the
low-frequency cutoff and the HI/SHIFT knob
selects the high-frequency cutoff. On CW
and FSK the LO/WIDTH knob selects the
bandwidth, while the HI/SHIFT knob sets the
IF shift in CW. But watch out! Using the
menu, you can change CW pitch, or offset,
and if you select a narrow filter bandwidth
and adjust the IF shift, it’s possible to move
the received signal clean out of the passband! For example, if CW pitch is set to 500
Hz and the bandwidth is 100 Hz, with the IF
shift at 700 Hz you won’t be able to tune the
received signal for zero beat.
All reviewers liked the ability to easily
and quickly adjust DSP filter characteristics. Several commented on the operation
of these controls. Both give positive tactile
feedback—you can feel them “click” as you
rotate them, each click representing another
step in the DSP filtering. These steps seem
optimal for SSB, but, at times, too large for
other modes, where several reviewers
longed for finer control. For example, you
can select CW filter bandwidths of 1000,
600, 400, 200, 100 and even 50 Hz. (In FSK,
available bandwidths are 1500, 1000, 500
or 250 Hz.) At times one bandwidth seemed
too wide and the next one too narrow. While
running RTTY, for example, I would have
preferred a bandwidth somewhere between
500 and 250 Hz, especially while tuning for
stations. CW operators expressed similar
sentiments.
A peek at the Service Manual sheds
some light on what happens inside the radio
when you turn these knobs, and perhaps
offers an explanation for the “digital” steps.
The radio’s microprocessor selects IF filter
combinations based on the LO/WIDTH and
HI/SHIFT settings. In addition, the microprocessor sends control signals to the PLL
and DDS local oscillator circuits. By changing the LO frequency, the signal is shifted
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so the high and low-frequency edges of
the combined filter response reduce the effective bandwidth. Kenwood calls this technique “slope tuning.” Purely from an operating point of view, our reviewers would
have preferred to have the filters continuously tunable, in an “analog” fashion. But,
Kenwood’s implementation virtually demands a limited number of digital steps.
You may have to “twiddle” the two
knobs—and adjust the AGC time constant—to obtain the best performance. But,
this design means that strong signals close
to your desired receive frequency, especially on CW, may cause some blocking.
Turning on AIP and adding some attenuation may help.
I didn’t experience any interference that
couldn’t be acceptably reduced using the
TS-870S’s various adjustments. On the
other hand, tests in the ARRL Lab confirmed that strong, close-in signals could
produce troublesome IMD and degrade
dynamic range in the TS-870S.
Our in-house receiver guru, Dave
Newkirk, WJ1Z, asserts that Kenwood’s filtering scheme produces “the best receive
audio I’ve heard in an Amateur Radio product.” One reason, Dave goes on to say, is that
the TS-870S receiver has excellent immunity to in-passband IMD. Another reason,
he says, is that the TS-870S’s combination
of linked variable-IF-bandwidth and DSP IF
filtering “gives you maximal control over
how much of an incoming signal the radio
converts to audio: If you want, you can receive SSB with no detectable ‘other side of
zero beat’ response and an audio passband
that’s flat from nearly 0 to beyond 6 kHz.”
The TS-870S, Dave says, “lets you tailor your receive passband to match that of
transmitted signals, and the resulting highquality sound can be a revelation.” Dave
deplored the small size and poor audio fidelity of the built-in speaker. To take best
advantage of the received audio quality, a
good external speaker is a must.

Computer Control
Kenwood packages its Radio Control
Program software with the TS-870S. This
nifty Windows application lets you completely control the radio from your computer. A graphical representation of the radio is right there on the screen, and you can
push its buttons and twiddle its knobs with
your mouse or other pointing device. Clicking on the telegraph key graphic brings up
a text screen where you enter text and click
the key button to send it. You can even store
and load text files with “canned” messages.
It’s that simple!
Using the computer-radio interconnection via the built-in RS-232 port, you can
literally create your own user interface.
Don’t like the position of the main tuning
knob? No problem. Just move it! Prefer a
radio with a different shape or with customized controls? You’ve got it! You can
design, display and operate the radio of

your dreams.
It is fun to experiment with this software.
The familiar Windows drag and drop editing, “radio button” controls and pull-down
menus make the program easy to navigate.
In addition, many contesters like to use
contest software packages like CT or NA to
run their stations. It’s easy with the
TS-870S: just connect a 9-pin modem cable
and let your software do the rest.

CW Ops Only
CW ops will revel in the TS-870S’s
built-in, full-featured Logikey K-1 memory
keyer, controlled from the front panel. The
keyer was a favorite among the CW enthusiasts who tried the radio. (This is the
CMOS Super Keyer II as seen in November, 1990, QST and featured in recent ARRL
Handbooks.) It’s a lot of fun to play with,
and the Operator’s Manual devotes six
pages to it. The available speed range is
about 6 to 60 wpm, settable in ranges referenced on 20 wpm. The keyer includes four
message memories that can call each other
and that can send automatic serial numbers
for contesting.
Unless you’re using an amplifier, it’s
best to turn off the loud, clacking amplifier
switching/keying relay (a menu option).
The FULL/SEMI button selects full (QSK) or
semi-break-in CW operation.

Other Features
If you’d like, the TS-870S lets you program a set of “boundary” conditions for use
with its automatic mode. In this case, as you
tune the radio, say from the phone portion
of the band into the frequency range used
for digital modes and then into the CW region, the radio automatically selects the
appropriate mode. You can set up to 19 such
boundaries. Each mode change selects the
last-used filter setting for that mode. You
can’t store particular filter settings with the
boundaries, however.
The built-in automatic antenna tuner is
supposed to match impedances between 20
and 150 Ω. The tuner certainly does a good
job matching a resonant antenna beyond its
“normal” bandwidth, but it won’t work
miracles. I found it helpful for matching my
dipoles and triband Yagi over the entire
band. Near band edges, where the SWR
tends to climb, the tuner could provide a
near perfect match.
Another feature reviewers found especially useful was the “quick memory.” Say
you’re not having any luck trying to break
the DX pileup and want to come back a bit
later to try again. Just hit the M.IN button.
You can store up to five frequencies this
way. To recall them, hit the MR button. Turn
the M.CH/VFO.CH knob to step through the
five quick memory channels. Data move
through these channels in a first-in/first-out
fashion, so when you store a sixth frequency
the first one is pushed out of the register and
lost.
Using menu selections, you can repro-

DSP in the Kenwood TS-870S
Like the rest of the current crop of DSP-equipped amateur MF/HF transceivers,
the TS-870S performs digital signal processing at a low IF, about 11.3 kHz in
this case. On receive, the signal is first mixed to 73.05 MHz and passed through
the 15-kHz-wide “roofing” filter, then shifted down to 8.83 MHz to pass through a
3 or 6-kHz filter (or through no filter in FM). The signal is then shifted to 455 kHz,
where it passes through a 3, 6 or 15-kHz filter. Finally, the signal is mixed down to
11.3 kHz and applied to the DSP’s analog-to-digital converter.
The various oscillators that set the mixing frequencies are all digitally controlled,
and that turns out to be important. The TS-870S uses a time-honored technique to
achieve adjustable bandwidth and IF shift by varying these oscillator frequencies
so that one side of the receiver passband is set by the 8.83-MHz filter and the other
side by the 455-kHz filter. The resulting band-limited signal then is demodulated by
the DSP. It is also bandpass filtered by the DSP, and the DSP generates the AGC
voltage. Since both the oscillators used for mixing and the DSP unit are digitally
controllable, the TS-870S can adjust the analog passband and the digital passband
in tandem.
Consider what this means. If the TS-870S relied only on DSP to narrow the
receiver’s passband, signals outside the DSP filter but inside the analog passband
would pound away at the IF circuitry, possibly causing gain compression (blocking)
and/or IMD generation. On the other hand, if the TS-870S relied only on the analog
filters to set the passband, strong-signal performance wouldn’t be as bad, but you
wouldn’t have the advantage of the “brick-wall” shape of a DSP filter’s frequency
response. But the TS-870S uses both kinds of filtering. That means the receiver’s
ultimate passband is set by the DSP filters, but signals outside the DSP filter
passband are attenuated by the analog filters.
The results of this tradeoff are particularly noticeable in CW. To achieve a typical
CW passband of 400 or 600 Hz, the analog filters are shifted so that their passbands overlap only by the desired amount. But between the filters, in the mix down
to 455 kHz, a full 3-kHz-wide swath of signals—the signals that pass through the
8.83-MHz filter—is present. This means that signals within this 3-kHz-wide band,
but outside of the desired passband, may cause blocking or generate IMD. (For an
explanation of this effect, see “Putting Variable-Bandwidth Tuning Back into LateModel ICOM IC-751A Transceivers,” Hints and Kinks, April, 1991, QST .) We found
this to be the case with the TS-870S. For example, blocking dynamic range
degrades by 10 dB or so when a signal appears inside the 8.83-MHz filter, as
compared to the same signal appearing outside that filter. Older, non-DSP Kenwood
designs allowed for inclusion of narrow crystal filters—typically 500-Hz-wide—in
the IF stages. These created a narrow passband with a good shape factor, which
simply isn’t the case when using one IF to set the high edge of the passband and
the other IF to set the low edge. The DSP in the TS-870S takes care of the shape
factor, but the lack of a narrow crystal filter means that a wide-bandwidth signal is
always present in the 8.83-MHz IF stages, no matter what LO/SHIFT or HI/WIDTH
settings you use.
The radio uses two Motorola DSP56002 DSP chips, which represent a lot of
processing capability. This allows the demodulation and filtering functions to be
combined with adaptive filters for noise reduction and automatic notching.
In transmit, the TS-870S uses the DSP system to generate the modulated signal,
which is then mixed up to the output frequency through several stages. The DSP
also processes the transmitted audio, including speech compression and VOX, and
generates the CW sidetone and the radio’s various control beeps, a nice economy
of circuitry. (Why not use the DSP instead of building a beep oscillator?)
The TS-870S does a good job of integrating DSP technology into an HF
transceiver. While any technology can be improved, the scheme used by Kenwood
takes good advantage of the possibilities of digital signal processing. If provision
were made for optional 500-Hz crystal filters, the combination of analog and DSP
performance would be nearly ideal.— Jon Bloom, KE3Z

gram four front-panel buttons ( ENTER,
TF-SET, 1MHz and FINE ) to handle other
functions you might find more useful. Or,
you can disable them altogether if you want.
The TS-870S Instruction Manual is 100plus pages chock full of clearly written and
easy-to-understand information and operating tips. It even includes a brief DSP tutorial. Plenty of diagrams help you identify
various controls and connections. Sche-

matic diagrams are on two 23×32 inch
folded sheets, and there’s a smaller block
diagram.
No one on the review team even mentioned cooling fan noise with the TS-870.
Indeed, it’s hard to tell when it’s running.

The “Dark” Side
There’s nothing particularly remarkable
about the radio’s rear panel, except a lack of

clutter. There are two antenna jacks, plus
connections for a keyer paddle, a straight
key or external keying device, external
speaker, amplifier connections, accessory
connector for a multimode communications
processor (MCP) for RTTY, packet and
other digital modes and a 9-pin RS-232
computer interface connector. I was glad to
see a ground lug with a wing nut and washers rather than a “push-in terminal” for a
solid wire that some radios call a ground
connection. A phono jack provides the 8.83MHz IF signal for connection to a station
monitor.
Fortunately, Kenwood supplies the 13pin DIN plug accessory connector for an
MCP, since it would no doubt be difficult to
find one otherwise. Soldering connections
to this plug is no picnic, however. The spacing between pins is one-tenth of an inch, so
solder bridges and stray wire strand problems happen easily.
You’d think the phono jack labeled EXT
RX ANT is for an external receive antenna,
but you’d be wrong! This jack lets you connect a second receiver to the ’870S.
Kenwood concedes that connecting a separate receive antenna to the TS-870S, such
as a Beverage for 80 or 160 meters, is not
possible without internal modifications.
The TS-870S does not have a built in AC
power supply. It needs 13.8 V dc at 20.5 A.
If you don’t already own a suitable supply,
add that cost to the price of the radio!

The Complete Radio?
I have yet to find the “perfect radio” at
a price I could afford. We could consider
the TS-870S to be the “complete radio,”
however. Except for the required power
supply, the TS-870S is ready to go as it
comes out of the box. It doesn’t need additional IF filters, an external audio DSP unit
or an external memory keyer. Available
matching accessories fall under the heading of nice to have rather than need to have.
Perhaps Dave Newkirk summed it up
best: “Nits aside, the TS-870S is a great beginning for something new in Amateur Radio: Radios with IF DSP that do IF filtering—IF DSP that’s teamed with AGC
performance that needs no apology and that
produces the stellar receive audio today’s
best analog designs can only approximate.”
Thanks to these hams who contributed
operating impressions and comments for
this review: Rick Lindquist, KX4V; Dave
Newkirk, WJ1Z; Glenn Swanson, KB1GW;
Jon Bloom, KE3Z; Mike Gruber, WA1SVF;
Tom Frenaye, K1KI (and his contest team)
and Emil Pocock, W3EP.
Manufacturer’s suggested retail prices:
TS-870S, $3199.95, MC-90 desktop microphone, $269.95; PS-52 heavy-duty power
supply, $309.95, SP-31 external speaker,
$99.95. Manufacturer: Kenwood Communications Corp, P.O. Box 22745, Long
Beach, CA 90801-5745, tel 310-639-5300.
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